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Wed 

ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SCIENCE COMPUTER KANNADA 

Introduce your family and write fifteen 
lines about your family members, 
underline all the pronouns included. 
 

Write in the Expanded form  of 
the following numbers 
Ex: 846= 800+40+6 
a) 2134           b) 3049 
c) 6001           d) 4653 
e)9603 

Learn and write 5 times, the new words 
given below: 
Temporary teeth, Permanent teeth, 
Incisors, Canines, Premolars, Molars, 
Enamel, Dentine and Pulp 

Learn & write the given 
acronyms for the 
following   5 times : - 
1. GUI        
2.  GLI    
3. LCD 

 ಸ್ವಂತ  ವಾಕ್ಯ ರಚಿಸಿ. 

(Make your own sentence 
given Below)    

 1.ಶ್ರಮ        2.ಹವಾಯಸ್                    
3. ಗೌರವ       4.ಪ್ರೀತಿ 

21/05/20 

Thurs 

ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SOCIAL STUDIES KANNADA HINDI 

When there are two or more than two 
adjectives used in a sentence, then we 
follow the rule, order of adjectives (size, 
shape, color) e.g. a big round red ball.  
Similarly form ten sentences of the 
same kind. 

Write these numbers in words:- 
a)  4693 
b) 32146 
c) 20415 
d) 87817 
e) 97321 

Learn the words and write 2  times:  
                                         
Rotation, Revolution, Imaginary, 
Inclination, Equator, Hemisphere. 

ವಿರುದ್ಾಾರ್ಥಕ್  ಪದಗಳನ್ುು   
ಬರೆಯಿರಿ.(write opposite 

words given below) 3 
times   

 1. ಆಸೆ   2.ಅನ್ುಕ್ೂಲ  3.ಸ್ತಯ           
4.ಸ್ಂತೊೀಷ     5.ನೀತಿ 

Write meanings in HINDI 2 
times.                                
(Stubborn, Lazy, Teacher, 
Water, River).                    

 

22/05/20 

Fri 

ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SCIENCE COMPUTER HINDI 

Use of definite article THE 
 ‘the’  is used with specific names e.g. 
(the Taj Mahal), with planets or unique 
things, e.g. (the sun, the earth), to talk 
about a person or a thing that is 
already introduced in a sentence e.g. (I 
met a boy, the boy is good). write five 
sentences from each category above. 

Filling the blanks  with ‘>,< or =” 
a) 40973 ------41443 
b) 11111-------11023 
c) 39996------- 33443 
d) 2500------- 12309 
e) 123464----123454 

Learn and write types of teeth 3 times: 
a) Incisors - Front teeth -  8 
b) Canines - Next to incisors - 4 
c) Premolars - Next to canines - 8 
d) Molars –Next to premolars – 12 
Total teeth are 32, they are called 
permanent teeth. 

• What is software?  

• Name its types?  

• List some softwares 
installed in your 
computer. 

Refer last year textbook and 
write the poem  

(L-14) First 4 lines   
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Mon 

ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SOCIAL STUDIES COMPUTER KANNADA 

Write the meaning of the following 
words 
1. flop                          2. expected 
3. Worthwhile           4. fuss 
5. grand                      6. stream 

a) Write the largest  
4 digit, 5 digit, 6 digit & 7 digit 
numbers. 
 
b) write the smallest  4 digit, 5 
digit, 6 digit & 7 digit numbers. 
 

Learn the statements and write two 
times:  
1. Japan is known as the land of the 
rising sun. 
2. Days and Nights occur due    to the 
rotation of the earth. 

Prepare watermelon juice 
and write the input, 
processing & output. 

ಸಾವತಂತರಯ ಹೊೀರಾಟಗಾರರ 

ಯಾವುದ್ಾದರೂ 5 

ಭಾವಚಿತಿರಗಳನ್ುು ಸ್ಂಗರಹಿಸಿ  

ಮತುು  ಹೆಸ್ರುಗಳನ್ುು ಸ್ೂಚಿಸಿ. 

( Collect any  5  freedom 
fighter  names  in Kannada) 

26/05/20 

Tues 

ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SCIENCE SOCIAL STUDIES HINDI 

Write a paragraph about your hobby 

(100 to 150 words), you should mention 

how and when you took up the hobby 

and what you like about it. 

 

a) How many thousands make a  
lakh? 

b)  How many thousands make a 
million? 
c )  How many lakhs make a 
crore ? 
 

a) Activity: Prepare a modal of tooth 
by using white play dough 
b) List three ways to take care of 

your health to fight against COVID-19 

Think and Answer: 
a) How do you clean your teeth? 
b) If you eat too many sweets and 

chocolates, what do you observe 
on your teeth? 

What would happen if the 

earth stops rotating? 

Write briefly. 

Write numbers in Hindi  
(1 to 30)  

 


